WHY MSBA’S EXECUTIVE SEARCH SERVICES?

The process was clear from the beginning and the information supporting the process was extremely organized. There were no extraneous steps or information that complicated the process, so the Board and the community could all be on the same page at all times.

- Board member, Rochester Public Schools

MSBA was both easy to work with and made a daunting process manageable and enjoyable. I believe it also helped draw our board closer.

- Board member, Byron Public Schools

A bonus to working with MSBA is the expertise provided in the search process AND the expertise they have in school board law and process.

- Board Chair, Rochester Public Schools

MSBA was invaluable in guiding our district’s search process. Their training and guidance were exemplary as they helped the board navigate the decisions we needed to make – reminding us that this was our process.

- Board member, Bloomington Public Schools

MSBA’s work allowed the board to focus on the candidates’ applications, their strengths and weaknesses, and their letters of support. MSBA’s experience provided much-needed guidance while remaining neutral, allowing the board to make all of the decisions.

- Board member, Cook County ISD 166

The training and support throughout the entire process was spot-on! MSBA was always available with expert, professional advice.

- Board member, Intermediate School District 917

MSBA assisted with every step in the process and provided guidance to ensure we held a fair and equitable search. As a board member, it was reassuring to know they were there to help us select the best candidate while also following all of the rules and ethical standards required of us. I would recommend MSBA to any school district having to hire for these critical positions.

- Board member, La Crescent-Hokah Public Schools

The search process was very professional and straightforward, and I always felt we were ultimately in charge of the process.

- Board member, Austin Public Schools

The process was very organized and as chair of the board I always felt comfortable working with MSBA. I trusted their advice, appreciated their insights, and felt validated and respected. I can only say good things about the process.

- Board Chair, Bloomington Public Schools